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• Concept of the smart-work-station (SWS)
• Realization of SWS
• Data collection in SWS
• Data processing by SWS
• Eco-efficiency assessment model (EEAM)
• Process modeling in EEAM
• Process assessment by EEAM
• Implementation of SWS
• Outlook
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Motivation 2
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Design Manufacturing Assembly Operation End-of-Life
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• Conventional data collection 
• Time consuming
• Offline data processing /assessment
• Dedicated collector
• Dependent quality
• FRP production has in general a low degree of automation (DoA)
• High DoA is a prerequisite of digitalization in data collection
Framework 
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• SWS
• Automated, sensor-based 
• Real-time data processing
• Real-time impact assessment
• Process automation is not a prerequisite
• Product and process independent 
Concept of the smart-work-station (SWS)
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• Regardless of DoA
Concept of SWS: example of preforming with various DoA
Patent DE 10 2016 120 555 A1
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Data collection in SWS
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• Sensors
• Visual recognition































Sensors of SWS: example of preforming with
various DoA
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Data processing by SWS
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• Visual recognition













Work time per activity (NACOR)
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Process modeling in EEAM
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• Intermediate flows 
Model example: Multi-material process
Multi-Material leading edge (LE)  
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Process assessment by EEAM




• Time to market
• Resources




• kg waste/ material
• kW
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Implementation of SWS
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• Aerospace industry
• Project NACOR: Preforming and Assembly
• Preforming of spars with high DoA
• Energy
• Project SmartBlades2: Manufacturing of a 20m rotor-blade
Project: SmartBlades2 Project: NACOR
SWS for rotor-blade production
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Outlook
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• SWS development




• Further projects: EFFICOMP




• SWS-based design to cost (DTC) 
• Parametrization of SWS results
• Assessment-based estimation
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Thank you for your attention!
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